Position: Senior Web Developer FRONTEND (JavaScript, PHP)
About Planerio
We developed a web-based software tool that automates scheduling and planning of shifts for
hospitals and medical practices. Using evolutionary algorithms, we are able to calculate millions of
plans to find the optimal and most fair one for every single employee.
With our integrated services in the web and smartphone apps we digitalize all business processes
around the planning itself. Wish list of shifts, swapping of shifts, vacation planning and many other
features help doctors and medical staff to have more time for their patients. Also, the increase in
transparency boosts the motivation of the whole workforce.
About your working environment
You will be working in a young and highly motivated team with international background. Our
professional web application team is supported by young business and sales professionals.
Furthermore, we are counseled by three very experienced shareholders outside of the company, that
are strongly committed and eager to help out and also mentor the team. With an upcoming financial
investment, we are building up a team of professionals and will scale up our operations.
Since our office is located in the epicenter of Munich at Karlsplatz (Stachus) and it shares doors with
other startups, we regularly have social events with our floor mates.
We want you to realize your potential your way. So, we set up very flexible working hours and let you
choose your operating system and computer.
About yourself
We are looking for self-driven people that are motivated by intelligent solutions and great team
work. Your operational experience shall help us deliver professional software and great service. As a
senior developer you’ll also be teaching our junior developers. So, you should be an outspoken
person that cares about quality work. Our team is growing rapidly in the next year, so we’re looking
for people that can adopt to the challenging and changing work environment of a tech startup.
About your skills
From a technical point of view, you should very well know your way around Symfony 2 and PHP.
Knowledge about Java and general software-as-a-service architectures is welcome, but not
necessary. AGILE methods like scrum and ticket systems like JIRA are a huge plus. So is in-depth
knowledge about testing systems, test-driven-design and understanding of German and European
data security laws and practices. But it is not mandatory.
If this all sounds just too good to be true, please reach out to us and send your information (a CV is
sufficient) to people@planerio.de.

